BOKA BAY TOUR

Boka Bay is Europe’s most southern fjord, home to some of the Mediterranean’s most striking landscape. The dramatic mountains drop to meet crystal clear sea where visitors can explore UNESCO protected areas, old stone villages and beautiful palazzos dotted along the coastline.

Total length of the tour: 3:45 h

BEAUTIFUL MONTENEGRO TOUR

Enjoy stunning views of Boka Bay and the National Park Lovćen on this exciting tour, via the dramatic winding mountain road, shaped partly like the letter ‘M’. Hear about the history of the area as you travel along the Montenegrin Littoral on the way to Njeguši village, famous for its prosciutto, and the Montenegrin Royal Capital of Cetinje.

Total length of the tour: 4:30 h

SKADAR LAKE TOUR WITH OPTIONAL VISIT TO KOPITOVC WINERY

One of Montenegro’s most stand-out spots is Skadar Lake, the largest freshwater reserve in the Balkans and a protected national park. A wild wonder waiting to be explored, it is home to over 270 migrating bird species as well as the Kopitovic vineyards, an ideal home to grow grapes due to its perfect altitude and the fertile, sundrenched soils of Sojak hill.

Total length of the tour: 4:15 h
BUDVA AND SVETI STEFAN TOUR

Long sandy beaches and a dreamy old town by day, and when the sun sets behind the horizon, Budva is a bustling and exciting atmosphere by night. Considered to be one of the oldest towns on Eastern Adriatic, this now modern Riviera still exudes the style of the iconic Sveti Stefan island.

Total length of the tour: 4:00 h

TOUR OF HERCEG NOVI OLD TOWN AND CASTEL SAVINA WINERY

Herceg Novi is recognizable by the abundance of mimosa trees and its numerous flights of stairs. It is a ‘city of the sun’, thanks to the large number of sunny days all year round. At the entrance to the Bay of Kotor by Savina Monastery, sun-soaked vineyards are today bearing fruit much like they did back in the 18th century.

Total length of the tour: 4:45 h

OSTROG MONASTERY TOUR WITH OPTIONAL VISIT TO RADEVIC WINERY

Monastery Ostrog is one of three most visited Christian destinations on the planet and is not only religious, but also a cultural and historical monument.

Radevic winery is located in the town of Rogami, above the Zeta River. It is linked to Duklja, the old city ruins, located just 5 minutes away.

Total length of the tour: 6:00 h
BAR AND ULCINJ

In Bar, culture meets tradition and creates breathtaking moments. Known for its paradise-like beaches, Ulcinj is one of the oldest towns on the Adriatic coast, withstanding the tests of time for 25 centuries.

Total length of the tour: 5:00 h

DUBROVNIK OLD TOWN

Dubrovnik is a city in southern Croatia fronting the Adriatic Sea. It’s known for its distinctive Old Town, encircled with massive stone walls completed in the 16th century.

Total length of the tour: 5:00 h

NATIONAL PARKS BIOGRADSKA GORA OR DURMITOR

A beautiful kingdom of breathtaking rivers, glacial lakes, thick forests and majestic mountain ranges, one of the greatest treasures of Montenegro are its National Parks – an ideal destination for nature lovers.

Total length of the tour: 9:00 h
ACTIVITIES

ATV Tour: Zabljak Crnojevica
Off Road Adventure: Jeep Safari at Lovcen Mountain
Water Sports in Budva
Wakeboarding and Waterskiing

Hiking
Biking
Rafting
Caves: Mysteries of the Underworld

Stand Up Pedaling
Kayaking
Scenic Boka Bay Helicopter Tour
Zip Line
“WHEN THE PEARLS OF NATURE WERE SWORN, AN ABUNDANCE OF THEM WERE STREWN ALL OVER THIS AREA.”

- Lord Byron